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"The more obstacles put in her life, the more determined she seems to be in
overcoming...If you're looking for an extremely inspiring, well-spoken,
thought-provoking, game-changer, then I suggest booking Klyn ASAP!"
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MICHAEL DASH

INTRODUCTION
Hi, new friend!
I am a young, female, millennial blonde – what could I possibly teach you that
you don’t already know about peak performance, resilience, and sales?
I encourage you to read through my failures (and successes) by the numbers
and by the end of these pages, I hope to answer the question for you, “How can
anyone become a champion?”
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2016

The Number of
Times I've Been
Hospitalized for More
Than Two Nights

The Year I
Was Listed
As Legally
Disabled

41

74 %
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DAYS
The Average
Length of a
Hospital Stay

67
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Number of
Medications I
Take Per Day

YEARS
My Age Today
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Percent of
Antibiotics I'm
Resistant To
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Number of
Surgeries I've
Undergone

·

Percent Function
My Lungs
Currently Have

2

Number of Blood
Transfusions I've
Needed
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YEARS
My Age When I Lost My 6Figure Recruiting Career
Due To Health Issues &
Ended Up On Social Security
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DAYS
How Long I
Was In The
Hospital In
2015
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DAY
My Age When I Was
Diagnosed With The
Genetic Condition
Cystic Fibrosis

26
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PERSONAL BY-THE-NUMBERS
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Number of Times I've Been
the Highest Rated Speaker
at a Conference

2016

2018
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My Keynote Rating From
Conferences With 600+
Attendees
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9.8
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My Business, the MK Foundation, was
Created, Teaching Sales Systems &
Playbooks Using Neuroscience
Techniques

2019

2021
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I AM __ The Untold Story
of Success Became An
International Best-Seller
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The Year I Created My
First 7-Figure Partnership

Unstuck Yourself Became
An International Best-Seller
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Number of People That Follow My
Podcast, Newsletter, Classes & Videos
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Number of Publications
I've Appeared In
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58,000
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150
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BUSINESS BY-THE-NUMBERS

So why those numbers? I’ve learned the hard way it doesn’t
matter if you are walking the halls of an ICU with your IV drip or
walking into a board room to defy the odds… Champions are built,
not born. And I want to teach you how.
Let's get to work,

Klyn Elsbury
(407) 504-9696

·
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ABOUT

KLYN

Born with cystic fibrosis, Klyn started her career within hospital walls, asking, "Why
can some people accomplish incredible feats even when their world is seemingly
falling apart?" In answering this question, Klyn leveraged the information she
uncovered, applying it to her recruiting career and winning multiple awards until,
in 2015, her health declined.
At this point, while spending 6+ months a year in the hospital, she wrote her first
book, I AM__: The Untold Story Of Success. For this, Klyn earned national news
coverage, sharing insight into pharmaceutical price gouging, becoming a
bestselling author, and regaining the financial freedom to build her own
recruiting company in 2017.
In the years that followed, Klyn went on to found the MK Foundation and launch
her online course, Shark School, which teaches marketing and social media selling
tactics, and a sales certification program.
Then, in 2019, just two years after getting off of social security, Klyn hit 6 figures
and created her first 7-figure deal, proving that it doesn’t matter what your
genetic code says. “Champions are built, not born”.
Today, Klyn is an award-winning speaker, author, and coach. In addition to the
aforementioned courses, her podcast (The Truth About Sales), corporate training,
and keynotes motivate and teach high-performance tactics for an estimated
200,000 minds a month. She also regularly consults with top-tier organizations,
creating custom sales playbooks and systems to improve closing ratios, raise
customer satisfaction, and create lasting motivation for employees.
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I AM

:

THE UNTOLD STORY OF SUCCESS

“WHAT DO THE WORLD'S MOST
SUCCESSFUL ENTREPRENEURS,
ATHLETES, AND INNOVATORS
HAVE IN COMMON?"
That is the question Klyn asked when
she found herself facing lifethreatening complications from cystic
fibrosis. From within her hospital
room, she dreamed of what she could
achieve if she had a second chance at
life and launched a mission to
discover how successful people
achieved their dreams.
Her research led to interviews with
dozens of entrepreneurs, athletes, and
world-changers. In the process, Klyn discovered their common secrets of
success, and as she began to apply them in her own life, she not only
recovered her health but built her own business as a sought-after speaker
and executive coach. Most of all, she discovered that the power to change
your life can be found in only one place: within yourself.
In this story, unlock the keys of success through the eyes of luminaries such
as retired NFL quarterback Boomer Esiason, Netflix-founder Sharon Lechter,
and dozens of other successful entrepreneurs. As you apply these lessons,
you too will discover what happens when you stop dreaming and start doing.

READ MORE
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UNSTUCK YOURSELF
A 30-DAY PROVEN SALES PLAYBOOK THAT USES
NEUROSCIENCE TO IMPROVE YOUR SALES CAREER

HERE'S THE TRUTH...
You're looking to improve your sales.
Your career is in a rut.
You've been wondering "Is this all
there is to living an extraordinary life?"
3x Best-selling author, keynote
speaker, and sales coach, Klyn Elsbury
will show you how to hack your brain
to accelerate the growth of your sales
career.
This 30-day coaches playbook will
teach you where most sales
professionals go wrong, how you can
avoid those same traps yourself, and what top-performers do differently than
the rest of us. It’s time to end the excuses and frustrations and Unstuck
Yourself.

READ MORE
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THE TRUTH ABOUT SALES MASTERCLASS
OGRA

Is your sales team stuck by their own fear,
stubbornness, or expertise? You're not
alone. 2020 was beyond challenging for so
many organizations.
Sales people and their managers all over
the world wake up and go to work
wondering if today will be feast or famine.
Hiring managers wake up every day
wondering if their sales people will stay
accountable to the results and metrics they
put into place. In an organization where the
CEO is also still in sales, or the sales
manager is heavily in the weeds - the
scalability of the sales force is in jeopardy.
Using tactics rooted in neuroscience, this
training teaches organizations how to
optimize the performance of their sales
teams by creating custom sales playbooks
and systems that are proven to improve
closing ratios, raise customer satisfaction,
and create lasting motivation for
employees.
Learn how to craft your custom sales
playbook, shortening the training cycle of
new sales hires and improving the KPI's of
those already on your team.

THIS PROGRAM IS PERFECT FOR:
C-Suite or Leadership Teams
Sales People & Managers
Association Events & Tradeshows
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MAIN POINTS:
Increase Closing Ratios
Shorten Transaction Time
Improve Transaction Size
Increase Customer Satisfaction
A Process to Motivate & Incentivize
Employees

ATTENDEES WILL LEARN:
The 8 Components of a Sales Playbook
How to Demystify the Recruiting and
Hiring Salespeople (and How It bBlends
With the Overall Structure of Sales
Management)
Tactical Strategies for Improving Closing
Ratios, Motivating Your Sales Staff, and
How to Create a Sales System That
Generates Results Even on Days You
Aren't in the Office

"The most comprehensive training I have
ever attended! I sat next to some industry
veterans during her live-workshop in San
Diego and saw them taking pages and
pages of notes... Unlike anything, I've seen. I
still am using that knowledge in my daily
operations and it has been two years"

JEFF E.

Government Contracting

(407) 504-9696
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THIS PROGRAM IS PERFECT FOR:

2 0

Teams Struggling With Forward Momentum
Teams Needing to Break the Cycle of Poor Performance & Excuses
Teams Stuck by Their Own Ability, Expertise, or Stubbornness
Managers of Underperforming Sales Groups
Sales-Oriented Organizations That Need a Jumpstart

1 0
2 0
3 0
4 0

4 0

In this program, inspired by Klyn’s second bestselling book, Unstuck
Yourself, learn to leverage these teachings, rooted in neuro-associative
techniques, to get your team back on track.

5 0

3 0

Continual research proves that our life circumstances, genetics, and
economic situation affect our sense of well being far less than
previously believed. In fact, there are many simple daily practices and
key insights that will make our life more enjoyable and fulfilling that
go well beyond the `positive thinking" approach.Your team doesn't
need a pep talk, it needs a process.
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All too often when sales teams are stuck, leadership throws new
education and tactics on top of them without addressing the
underlying issue. All "stuck states" come from the inability to correctly
internalize an event. This is why some people view change positively,
others view it as a threat. By rewiring our brains to be receptive to the
paradox of potential, we can immediately untap a different level of
energy, to be more productive and enjoy our lives more.
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LEVERAGE NEUROSCIENCE TO UNSTUCK YOURSELF
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LEVERAGE NEUROSCIENCE TO UNSTUCK YOURSELF
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The 3 Ways Adversity Can Define You
How to Deploy Simple Yet Little-Known Solutions to Create a
Purposeful and Happy Life
Tactical Strategies for Lasting Motivation
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WHAT THE LIVING CAN LEARN FROM THE DYING:
MOTIVATIONAL AND INSPIRING KEYNOTE
PERFORMANCE
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Klyn's most popular keynote
presentation, this keynote is
"half inspiration, half the gut
check your business needs to
get through a slump in sales, a
change in management, or a
decline in stock price. Highly
tactical combined with
motivation. I've never seen
anything like it."
This keynote was inspired by
the best seller, I AM ___ : The
Untold Story of Success.
In it, Klyn shares life lessons
from growing up inside of
hospitals, battling cystic
fibrosis, and combines those
lessons with tactics for you to
thrive as a leader, as a spouse,
as a parent, and as an
individual.
This presentation unlocks your
deepest desires for purpose
and connection while
decreasing anxiety, sadness,
and frustrations.
Bring tissues and be prepared
to laugh and cry in a way
you've never experienced
before.
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WHAT THE LIVING CAN LEARN FROM THE DYING:
MOTIVATIONAL AND INSPIRING KEYNOTE
PERFORMANCE (CONTINUED)
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THIS PROGRAM IS
PERFECT FOR:
Teams Struggling with
Forward Momentum or
Internal Conflict
Teams Needing a Radical
Perspective Shift and
Inspiration
Those Wanting to Connect to
a Deeper Sense of Purpose
and Fulfillment
Those Struggling with
Anxiety, Sadness, and Loss of
Control

MAIN POINTS:
These are the stories that will
stick with you the rest of your
life, altering your perception of
reality and giving you the
inspiration you need to
persevere.
3 Ways Adversity Can Destroy
You or Fuel You
How to Broaden Solution
Options In Times of Difficulty
A Technique to Deepen Any
Fractured Relationship Easily
and Effortlessly

(407) 504-9696
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CUSTOM
PROGRAMS

CAN'T DECIDE?
No problem!
If the aforementioned programs
don't feel like the right fit for your
event, reach out immediately, and
we can discuss what is most
important to you and the message
you want to drive home.
Then, Klyn will custom create a
presentation for you and your
team.

PHONE:
(407) 504-9696

EMAIL:
klyn@missklyn.com

(407) 504-9696

·
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KLYN IN
THE MEDIA
Klyn has been featured by dozens
of media outlets, including:
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ENTHUSIASTIC
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Founder, Locators LLC

3 0
4 0
5 0

4 0

MARY SUMMERS

Entrepreneur / Marriage
and Family Therapist

4 0

4 0

3 0

“[Klyn] brings one back to what
and who is really important as we
walk through life! She is so candid
and down to earth as she walks
the walk and inspires other to do
the same!”

2 0

MATTHEW SCHUPBACH
Assistant CFO, Dimension Development

3 0
2 0

“I met Klyn several years ago and her personality just sparkled!...Since then,
I have followed her on social media and celebrated her amazing
accomplishments! Her drive to be her personal best is motivating, it is
inspirational and simply put, she lifts others up!....She energized our room
with truth, heartbreak, determination and love! She got real! I’m so
thankful she is a leader in the world of positive thinking!”
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CRISTINA TRETTE

“Klyn, your message to our
Dimension Development team
really hit home. We are building a
culture around genuine care for
each other. You were right on
target!”

2 0

1 0

“There is so much goodness
wrapped up in here that I
am not sure which aspect
to comment on! Maybe
that is part of the point.
Sometimes her words
inspire me to put action
towards taking my career
to the next level. Other
times, I am inspired to go
home, be present, and give
my kids and partner hugs. I
appreciate how Klyn is able
to get me to tap into my
sense of meaning and
source of love no matter
what is happening in my
life.”
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ENDORSERS
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Greater Coachella Valley Chamber of Commerce
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KIMBERLY KRAUSE

ENTHUSIASTIC

ENDORSERS

1 0

“When you meet Klyn, you want to rally around her, join her fight, lift her up
on your shoulders and protect her...She inspires not only because of her
enduring fight with her disease but because of her enduring fight to live
life for every moment and to rally all of us to do the same. A truly
remarkable experience.”
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(CONTINUED)

SHANNON LAWRENCE
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DAVID BARENO
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President, EO San Diego & Cire Equity
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“When I listen to Klyn's story, I find myself with a renewed fire in my belly,
while fending off tears from swelling in my eyes...After listening to her
speak, I found myself with the courage to face some of my own internal
demons... I can't say enough good things about Klyn. I strongly
recommend her, you will not be disappointed."
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JOSHUA VOLEN

“You continue to inspire
me and you're always in
my prayers. All I keep
thinking about your
story. I am over here
thinking I am
struggling, and then
you come along and
put me in my place.”
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3 0

“Her story and message were clear and
extremely impactful. I was moved by
herauthenticity, passion, and overall
zeal for life. I came away from her talk
with a deeper appreciation for my life,
my family and the everyday
opportunity to be better and present in
the moment.”
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Women Who Rule Event Chair, Women Leaders Forum
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CEO & Serial Entrepreneur
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GENE SWANK

CLIENTS AT A GLANCE

WANT MORE? CONTACT KLYN FOR FURTHER EXAMPLES!
(407) 504-9696

·

klyn@missklyn.com · missklyn.com
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7 REASONS YOU'LL LOVE

WORKING WITH KLYN
EVIDENCE

CUSTOMIZATION

Klyn has a history of proven
growth for her clients. In total,
she's helped 15 CEOs make the
INC 5000 list, increased
revenue from $10 million to $76
million, and increased closing
percentages by 71% for
insurance industry clients.

Klyn customizes every
performance, so you never get
the same cookie-cutter speech
of a previous client.

EFFICIENCY
Klyn works with an insane sense
of urgency. You'll never be
waiting on her, and you're
guaranteed a fast turnaround
on presentation materials.

EXPERIENCE
Klyn is a master practitioner of
Neurolinguistic Programming
with an emphasis in
hypnotherapy.

AUTHENTICITY
Klyn speaks the truth in a way
that is encouraging, energizing,
and authentic.

EXCEPTIONALITY
As one of the oldest and fittest
people with cystic fibrosis in
the world, Klyn has received
athletic sponsorships from
multiple companies and
brands for being a competitive
athlete with cystic fibrosis.

(407) 504-9696

·

CREDIBILITY
Klyn is a 3x Best-Selling Author
and 8x highest-rated keynote
speaker.
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CONTACT KLYN
(407) 504-9696

·

KLYN@MISSKLYN.COM
Take a photo to
visit Klyn's website!

